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Description
If I click "reply" to an activity item on My Commons related to a forum post, where will my reply be posted -- on the activity stream or
on the forum itself (or both)? A bit unclear. Screenshot attached
Boone, can you please answer this and then, if you think it is warranted, assign to Chris/Samantha for discussion? Thanks.
History
#1 - 2014-10-18 09:00 PM - Matt Gold
- Tracker changed from Bug to Design/UX
#2 - 2014-10-20 09:19 AM - Boone Gorges
- Subject changed from My Commons activity question to Replies to items in My Commons
- Assignee changed from Boone Gorges to Samantha Raddatz
- Target version set to 1.8

If I click "reply" to an activity item on My Commons related to a forum post, where will my reply be posted -- on the activity stream or on the forum
itself (or both)? A bit unclear. Screenshot attached
Activity replies to forum items are currently disabled. See #387. Your screenshot shows an activity item related to a file upload. Replies to this
activity item will trigger an email notification to the uploader of the original file; the reply thread will appear in My Commons for users who normally see
the item in My Commons; and the reply thread will show up on the group activity stream/home page.
You are not the first person to have this question. This ticket is mostly a duplicate of #3523.
With respect to activity replies to these kinds of items (friendships, new memberships, file uploads), we can either remove the ability to leave replies,
or we could try to improve the UX somehow. Maybe "Comment" is clearer?
Forums are a different story, because they natively support their own "replies". For our previous implementation of bbPress, we redirected the Reply
link for forum topics/replies to the forum thread itself (#576). We could fairly easily replicate this for My Commons and the new bbPress. A more
complex option is to do two-way syncing between forum topics and the corresponding activity threads. This was built into BP 2.0 for blog comments,
and is probably something that'd be worthwhile doing for bbPress 2.x. See https://buddypress.trac.wordpress.org/changeset/8190.
#3 - 2015-03-24 06:00 PM - Samantha Raddatz
- Assignee changed from Samantha Raddatz to Boone Gorges
I believe the majority of this ticket has been decided in issue #3523.
Except,
A more complex option is to do two-way syncing between forum topics and the corresponding activity threads. This was built into BP 2.0 for blog
comments, and is probably something that'd be worthwhile doing for bbPress 2.x. See https://buddypress.trac.wordpress.org/changeset/8190.
I think it would be really awesome to implement this!
#4 - 2015-04-09 05:19 PM - Boone Gorges
- Assignee changed from Boone Gorges to Raymond Hoh
- Target version changed from 1.8 to Future release
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Reassigning to Ray, as I think he's probably in charge of the BP change described in the last comment. Let's move this back into a milestone once it's
done in BP or bbPress.
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